Evidence for the sequential folding mechanism in RNase H from an ensemble-based model.
The number of distinct protein folding pathways starting from an unfolded ensemble, and hence, the folding mechanism is an intricate function of protein size, sequence complexity, and stability conditions. This has traditionally been a contentious issue particularly because of the ensemble nature of conventional experiments that can mask the complexity of the underlying folding landscape. Recent hydrogen-exchange experiments combined with mass spectrometry (HX-MS) reveal that the folding of RNase H proceeds in a hierarchical fashion with distinct intermediates and following a single discrete path. In our current work, we provide computational evidence for this unique folding mechanism by employing a structure-based statistical mechanical model. Upon calibrating the energetic terms of the model with equilibrium measurements, we predict multiple intermediate states in the folding of RNase H that closely resemble experimental observations. Remarkably, a simplified landscape representation adequately captures the folding complexity and predicts the possibility of a well-defined sequence of folding events. We supplement the statistical model study with both explicit solvent molecular simulations of the helical units and electrostatic calculations to provide structural and energetic insights into the early and late stages of RNase H folding that hint at the frustrated nature of its folding landscape.